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Abstract

Neutron diffraction is a standard method for determining the structure of matter
on an atomic scale; NMR cryoporometry is a recent widely-applicable technique for
characterising structure on a 2nm to 2µm scale. An extension of these techniques is
described, Neutron Diffraction Cryoporometry (NDC). The information from a set
of neutron diffraction measurements of liquids and their crystalline forms in meso-
pores, as a function of temperature, is displayed as a cryoporometry graph. The
data may then be conveniently interpreted using the Gibbs-Thomson relationship
by analogy with the existing technique, NMR cryoporometry. Clear information is
thus obtained on the relationship between phase and nano-structure, in a form well
suited to further analysis. This method is applied to an equilibrium study of wa-
ter/ice in SBA-15 templated silicas, as model nano- to meso-structured systems.
The method described here uses global pattern matching (a one-dimensional mor-
phing algorithm inside a linear least-squares fitting algorithm) applied to the full
range of the diffraction data. This is a rapid method by comparison with the con-
ventional method of fitting individual (overlapping) peaks, and has already led to
NMR observations indicating plastic (rotator phase) ice in the same system.
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1 Introduction

There are a number of techniques for characterising structured matter at small
length scales that employ thermodynamic protocols based on the Kelvin equa-
tion or the Gibbs-Thomson equation.

A formalism is applied that was first used with differential scanning calorime-
try (DSC) thermoporosimetry (1; 2), and more recently with NMR cryoporom-
etry (3; 4), whereby the melting behaviour of a liquid in nano- through meso-
to micro-scale pores (2nm to 2µm) is interpreted using the Gibbs-Thomson
relationship (5; 6; 7): this relationship states that the melting point depres-
sion of a small crystal of the liquid is inversely proportional to the size of the
crystal.

This paper presents an extension of this formalism to neutron diffraction data,
”Neutron Diffraction Cryoporometry”, and discusses its application to a study
of water/ice in a mesoporous silica. For all these techniques, a signal propor-
tional to the quantity of each observed phase of the liquid/crystalline systems
is plotted as a function of temperature, for cooling and/or warming temper-
ature ramps. This information is then interpreted using the Gibbs-Thomson
relationship, to give information on the structural features of the phases within
the sample, as well as information on the confinement dimensions.

2 DSC Thermoporosimetry, NMR & Neutron Diffraction Cryoporom-

etry.

2.1 The Gibbs-Thomson equation

The Gibbs-Thomson equation is the constant-pressure variant of a set of ther-
modynamic equations (5; 8), whereas the Kelvin equation (6, Eqn. 2, p. 450),
(7, Eqn. 171, p. 163) is the constant temperature variant.

This behaviour is closely related to the capillary effect and both reflect the
change in free energy caused by the curvature of an interfacial surface under
tension (9; 10). Consequently, the Gibbs-Thomson equation for the melting
point depression, ∆Tm, for a small isolated spherical crystal of diameter x may
be written (2) as :-

∆Tm = T∞
m −Tm (x) =

4σclT
∞
m

x∆Hfρs

(1)
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where :

T∞
m = normal melting point (i.e of a crystal of infinite size),

Tm(x) = melting point of crystals of diameter x ,

σcl = surface energy at the crystalline-liquid interface,

∆Hf = bulk enthalpy of fusion (per gram of material),

ρs = density of the solid.

∆Tm depends only on the properties of the liquid, its solid, and the interfacial
interaction between these two states.

The presence of a confining geometry requires additional terms to be incor-
porated into the Kelvin and Gibbs-Thomson equations to accommodate the
interaction between the adsorbate and the pore walls. For a crystal melting in
a cylindrical pore the Gibbs-Thomson equation (1) becomes

∆Tm = T∞
m −Tm (x) =

4σclT
∞
m

x∆Hfρs

cos (φ) (2)

The contact angle is commonly assumed to be 0◦ in the liquid-vapour (Kelvin)
case and 180◦ in the solid-liquid (Gibbs–Thomson) case (10; 2; 11; 12; 13).
The cos(φ) term also has a straightforward geometric interpretation since a
spherical meniscus of radius r1, in a cylindrical capillary of radius r, with an
angle of contact φ, has r = r1 cos(φ) (10).

If, with suffixes l: liquid, s: solid, p: pore wall, we apply the Young equation
σpl = σsl · cos (φ)+σps and the Young-Dupré equation Wps = σsl +σpl−σps =
the reversible work required to separate unit area of the solid from the pore
wall (9; 10), we obtain an expression for the contact angle :

cos (φ) =
Wps

σsl

− 1 (3)

The Gibbs-Thomson equation may also be written in a simpler form (3):-

∆Tm =
kGT

x
(4)

where x is a dimension that defines the effective size of the pore and kGT is
a constant that depends on the liquid, the pore geometry and the wetting
nature of the pore walls.
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More specifically,

∆Tm =
kGT

x
=

kg · ks · ki

x
, (5)

where, kg is a geometric constant dependent on the interfacial shape (14),

ks = T∞m
∆Hfρs

is a constant specific to the solid crystal thermodynamic pa-

rameters, and ki = σsl−Wps is a constant specific to the two inter-surface
interaction terms of the crystal.

The conventional constant, ”4”, in the Gibbs-Thomson equation (eqn 2) is
the manifestation of the kg term, and is only appropriate to a hemispherical
crystalline-liquid interface in cylindrical geometry. It is currently believed that
the structural geometry factor kg is a function of the pore surface to area ratio
(14; 15). However there is still some current work relating to the exact nature
of this relationship (16; 17).

Prior theoretical analysis (14; 15) suggests that for the melting event the the-
oretical ratio for ksphere

g /kcylinder
g may be either 3/2 or 2, depending on the

models used. In the experimental sections on calibration (section 3) and in
both the NMR cryoporometry results (section 5) and the ND cryoporome-
try results (section 6) it appears that the measured ratio is close to 2, for
agreement with gas adsorption results.

2.2 DSC Thermoporosimetry

Thermoporosimetry (1; 18; 2; 19; 20; 21) is an established technique, whereby
thermal fluxes to or from a nanostructured liquid and its crystalline forms are
monitored, while raising or lowering the temperature, so as to locate phase
transitions as a function of temperature. These measurements may then be
interpreted by the Gibbs-Thomson relationship to determine if the liquid is
confined, and if so, to determine crystal/pore size distributions. Resolution
of mono-modal distributions and precision of measured pore size are limited
with this technique by the need to ramp the temperature at a sufficiently high
rate so as to maintain measurable temperature fluxes.

2.3 NMR Cryoporometry

NMR Cryoporometry (3; 4) is a recent technique we have been developing
(22; 23; 24; 25; 26; 27; 28; 29; 30; 14; 31; 32; 33), that makes use of the
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Gibbs-Thomson relationship to deduce information regarding the pore size
distributions in nano- to micro-structured materials - i.e. 2nm to 2µm.

A quantity of a liquid, such as water, is added to the mesoporous sample (more
is added than is needed to fill the pores). On equilibration, the pores are filled
leaving excess liquid on the external surfaces of the particulate grains. The
sample is placed inside an NMR probe and is cooled until all the liquid is
frozen. The sample is warmed gradually, at a controlled rate, while monitor-
ing the amplitude of the NMR signal from the liquid (Figure 1). Due to the
reorientational averaging from motion, the T2 transverse relaxation time is
much longer in liquids than in solids, providing a method of measuring the
liquid quantity separately from that of the solid.

Thus the signal from brittle ice decays with a Gaussian free induction decay
(FID) in about 10µs, while the exponential transverse relaxation time T2 for
water in meso-pores is typically of the order of 10ms. The application of an
NMR ”90◦ - τ - 180◦ - τ - echo” pulse sequence enables the measurement of the
liquid signal amplitude at a time 2τ when the brittle ice signal has decayed.
Due to the decay of the liquid signal on a time-scale of T2, for calibrated
measurements, readings need to be made at more than one value of 2τ , to
extrapolate to an effective liquid amplitude at 2τ=0 (28, Ch. 7.3.6, App. E).
An NMR T2 measurement is thus a sensitive technique for determining the
quantity of melted liquid, deep inside the pores.

NMR cryoporometry measurements are static measurements of signal ampli-
tude, and thus the temperature scanning may be done arbitrarily slowly (or
even at a series of discrete temperatures, provided sufficient time is left for
equilibration at each temperature.) Measuring the melting point, both of the
liquid in the pores and of the bulk liquid, provides zero-order correction of the
melting point depression for errors due to a finite temperature scanning rate.
Making scans at more than one temperature allows for first-order correction
to an effective zero temperature scanning rate.

2.4 Neutron Diffraction Cryoporometry

High-flux neutron diffractometers with multi-detectors covering a large range
of scattering angles, such as D20 at Institute Laue-Langevin (34), can rapidly
measure complete diffraction patterns simultaneously at good signal-to-noise
ratio, enabling phase changes to be studied in detail as a function of tem-
perature and time. The diffraction pattern measured at each temperature is
plotted as a function of the scattering vector q. These may be analysed to
obtain plots of the scattering intensities for the differing liquid and crystalline
phases in the sample as a function of temperature, making it possible to per-
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form cryoporometric measurements.

The particular advantage of using neutron diffraction cryoporometry, over
DSC thermoporosimetry and NMR cryoporometry, is that the evolution of
different crystalline phases with temperature may be assigned and plotted,
in addition to that of the liquid phase. A prime strength of neutron diffrac-
tion cryoporometry is that the application of the Gibbs-Thomson equation
may then be used to give structural and dimensional information comple-
mentary to that from the Debye-Scherrer relation, but potentially to larger
structural dimensions. As well as determining if any particular phase of the
crystalline/liquid system is confined or not, NDC can also measure pore size
distributions, rather than just give a single estimate of crystal size.

The main difficulty in obtaining the scattering intensities needed for neutron
diffraction cryoporometry, from the measured scattering data-set, for the var-
ious crystalline/liquid phases in the sample, is that the peaks from different
phases frequently overlap. Some peaks (from structural disorder) may be very
broad, with their true intensity obscured by Bragg peaks (whose measured
intensities in turn are increased in in amplitude by this unknown amount).
Furthermore, some Bragg peaks from different phases may be nearly coinci-
dent in q. In addition, thermal expansion of the sample results in the peak
positions changing in q as the sample temperature changes.

2.4.1 Standard peak fitting techniques

Separation by individual peak fitting is possible, though a slow process. Initial
linear fitting to peaks has been performed on some of the data, and is reported
elsewhere (35). The results from this technique are discussed further in section
6.4. Multi-component non-linear fitting of overlapping peaks is proceeding
(36; 37).

2.4.2 Global pattern matching

To analyse the diffraction data, a routine consisting of a one-dimensional mor-
phing algorithm inside a linear least-squares fitting algorithm has been devel-
oped. Morphing is a common algorithm whereby a (typically 2D) structure is
generated by interpolating or warping between two templates (38). A simple
1D-morphing algorithm, with a set of 1D templates corresponding to each of
the phases identified in the measured data, is wrapped inside a standard linear
least-squares fitting algorithm (39) so as to generate any arbitrary mixture of
the templates, in such a way as to best match the measured 1D data.

Applying such an algorithm to the measured neutron scattering data gener-
ates a set of coefficients, as a function of temperature, whose amplitudes are
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related to those of the quantities of each phase for which a template is pro-
vided. The least squares algorithm adjusts these coefficients so as to generate
morphed curves that are the best match to the scattering data measured at
each temperature. This is a rapid technique, both to implement, requiring
only a few lines of code, and also to execute an analysis, the protocol being
devised, the algorithm written and initial neutron diffraction cryoporometry
graphs obtained, all within the same week as the measurement run. This speed
of analysis makes neutron diffraction cryoporometry a viable and routine tech-
nique.

3 Calibration of the Gibbs-Thomson coefficient

DSC thermoporosimetry, NMR cryoporometry and ND cryoporometry are
all secondary techniques, in that currently the thermodynamic coefficients of
liquids are not known with sufficient precision to calculate Gibbs-Thomson
coefficients directly from thermodynamic data, and they rely on other (pri-
mary) techniques for their pore-size calibration. To date, it has been usual to
take a number of porous samples with different pore sizes as measured by gas
adsorption and generate plots of measured melting point depressions against
the inverse of these pore sizes, such that the slope gives the coefficient for a
particular liquid (2; 40; 28; 29; 41; 42; 43).

There is significant evidence that in certain circumstances the melting point
depression data shows a best fit when using x − 2ε in the Gibbs-Thomson
equation, rather than just x, where ε is a surface layer of adsorbate with
modified molecular dynamics (44; 40; 41). The properties of this layer are
further revealed by the results of these ND cryoporometry measurements, as
discussed in sections 5 and 6.4, and by the subsequent NMR investigations
(33; 45).

The effect of the geometry term kg becomes evident if one compares NMR
measurements of kGT for the pore diameter made on sol-gel silicas (spherical
pores, on average) ksol−gel

GT = 582 {K.Å}, ε = 0Å, (28; 29; 43), with DSC mea-
surements made on SBA-15 and MCM-41 silicas (cylindrical pores) : kcylinder

GT

= 1040 ± 4 {K.Å}, ε = 4Å, (41), and these NDC and subsequent NMRC
measurements made on SBA-15, for which : kcylinder

GT ∼ 2 x ksol−gel
GT = 1164 ±

5 {K.Å}, ε ∼ 2.5 ± 1.5 Å, (16). Within the scope of the remainder of this
discussion on results from cylindrical mesopores, the latter value of kcylinder

GT

is employed; given the current uncertainty in ε a value of zero is used. Thus
these preliminary measurements are consistent with the analytic ratio

ksphere
g /kcylinder

g = 2 (6)
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in agreement with some theoretical models, but not others (section 2.1). Fur-
ther investigations are currently in progress (17).

4 Applications - the sample

To provide a clear indication of the effects of the Gibbs-Thomson relationship,
a sample with a very narrow pore distribution was used in this study : SBA-15
templated silica - TLX-1-5 (F5), prepared at the Department of Chemistry,
Technical University Berlin (41). This highly regular material has cylindrical
pores on an hexagonal lattice, and was initially characterised by gas adsorption
as having a pore diameter of 92 ± 5Å, on the basis of the Kelvin equation and
the FHH equation for the thickness of the adsorbed film. Later measurement
gave a value of 86 ±5 Å, possibly reflecting an evolution with time. (35).

5 NMR Cryoporometry - an application

NMR cryoporometric measurements were made on a dedicated scanning NMR
cryoporometer (28; 29). Various small (∼ 30mg) samples of the SBA-15 tem-
plated silica TLX-1-5 (F5) were prepared in flame-sealed thin-walled 5mm
O.D. NMR sample tubes. The pre-dried samples were slightly overfilled with
distilled H2O water (i.e. with excess bulk liquid around the grains), being
weighed at each stage of the preparation. The samples were cooled in the
NMR probe until all the liquid was frozen, and then measurements made
while warming the sample on a slow linear warming ramp.

In Figure 1, for H2O in this porous silica there is a clear melting process
(D to C) associated with the melting of the ice in the pores, over a narrow
temperature range, at a temperature well below the normal bulk melting point.
There is then a plateau (C to B), followed by a further rise (B to A) at the
normal melting point, to a new plateau, associated with the melting of the ice
formed from excess bulk liquid outside the silica grains.

This technique may be used to determine accurately the total pore volume,
using the ratio of the amplitudes of the two plateaux (B / A) and the known
volume of liquid in the sample. Corrections must be made to compensate for
the loss of signal amplitude due to the T2 values of the liquids both inside and
outside the pores (28; 29), and measurements at 2τ = 1, 2 and 4 ms enabled
extrapolation to 2τ = 0.

On a warming ramp a melting phase transition (D – C) at TmP = T∞
m −∆TGT

is observed for the liquid in the pores and a further transition (B – A) at the
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Fig. 1. NMR cryoporometric melting curve for H2O in SBA-15 TLX-1-5 (F5) tem-
plated silica, at a warming rate of 0.05C◦.min−1.

normal melting point T∞
m for the bulk liquid around the porous grains. Having

both a phase transition inside the pores and one in the bulk liquid enables the
melting point depression to be measured with good accuracy, compensating
for static temperature offsets in the apparatus and to zero order for warming-
rate dependent offsets that occur when performing the measurement using a
linear warming ramp. Warming rates used with this sample were 0.05, 0.1 and
0.2 K.min−1, enabling first order corrections to be made to the melting point
depression (28).

Application of the Gibbs-Thomson relationship, involving a differentiation and
remapping (3), transforms the measured data Figure 1) to a pore size distri-
bution (Figure 2).

The values obtained for a recent set of measurement on this sample of SBA-
15 TLX-1-5 (F5) templated silica by NMR cryoporometry were : pore volume
(water) = 1.11 ml.g−1 (corrected to 2τ =0), ∆TGT = 13.6 ±0.1 C◦ (corrected
to warming rate = 0) and pore diameter = 85.6 ±0.6 Å (median), 85.4 ±0.6 Å
(peak) (corrected to warming rate = 0), assuming a cryoporometric constant
kcylinder

GT = 2 x ksol−gel
GT = 1164 {K.Å}. See section 7 for a discussion of these

results.
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Fig. 2. Pore size distribution, for H2O in SBA-15 (F5) templated silica, from NMR
cryoporometry.

6 Neutron Diffraction Cryoporometry - an application

6.1 The experimental run

A set of over 1800 neutron diffraction datasets has been obtained using the
D20 diffractometer, each covering the q range 0.30 ≤ q ≤ 5.06 Å−1, studying
the behaviour of water/ice in SBA-15 templated silicas as a function of pore
filling ratio and temperature, cooling and then warming. The most relevant of
these for the purposes of this discussion is a set of 330 measurements made on
the SBA-15 TLX-1-5 (F5) material, overfilled with D2O (i.e. with excess bulk
liquid around the grains), over the temperature cycle 300K to 181K to 300K,
warming and cooling at 0.6K/min, and measuring each complete diffraction
pattern with an averaging time of two minutes (46).

6.2 The data

Figure 3 shows a selection of the datasets, measured on the warming run,
plotting every tenth diffraction curve. At the highest temperatures there is a
broad liquid-water peak, at lower temperatures the signal shows the hexag-
onal ice melting to water, and at yet lower temperatures there is a complex
inter-conversion between defective cubic ice, hexagonal ice and a ’water-like’
component.

Neutron diffraction data from condensed matter is highly dependent on the
phase of the material; in the present instant for scattering data from D2O
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Fig. 4. Neutron diffraction curves for three ice/water phases: A) water, B) hexagonal
ice, C) defective cubic ice.

(Figures 3, 4), liquid water shows as a broad first peak (294K, 4-A), hexagonal
ice shows a sharp triplet of peaks (below 286K, 4-B), while cubic ice has a
single main peak, but is actually found in a defective state giving a central
peak with a shoulder (below 274K, 4-C). Studying these diffraction plots and
quantifying this phase behaviour as a function of temperature is a process
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that has been proceeding by conventional analysis (35; 36; 37). In all, there
are up to 8 overlapping Bragg peaks (some themselves multi-component), plus
the broad water peak, that are being quantified on each diffraction plot. In
addition, it transpired that there is a broad disordered peak; this will be
discussed later.

6.3 A rapid global fit Neutron Diffraction Cryoporometric analysis technique

An alternative fitting approach, that uses global fitting, is a two-stage one :

The first stage is to identify ’patterns’, or ’templates’, that represent the pure
form of the scattering from the distinct phases to be identified, in this instance,
water Pw(q), hexagonal ice Ph(q), and cubic ice Pc(q); these profiles are shown
in Figure 4. It should be noted that the Pw(q) pattern was obtained from
averaging a group of runs just above the melting temperature of all the ice, the
Ph(q) pattern was obtained by subtracting a suitably scaled copy (in intensity
and q) of the Pw(q) pattern from run 207920 (figure 3), and similarly the Pc(q)
pattern was obtained by subtracting suitably scaled copies (in intensity and
q) of the Pw(q) and Ph(q) patterns, from run 207890. As part of the process, a
routine was developed capable of automatically fitting and removing the q−4

SANS scattering tail (at low q) from each measurement in the data sets. The
scattering from the dry silica was then subtracted from the total scattering in
the data sets. This was thus used to help prepare the scattering templates for
the three phases, over the q range of 0.45 ≤ q ≤ 5.05 Å−1.

For the second stage two alternative approaches have been developed : a) a
simple linear algorithm, that is suitable for moderate temperature changes.
If, however, the total temperature change is such that the diffraction peaks
shift significantly in q over the measurement, due to thermal expansion or
contraction, then a fitting technique must be used that allows for this. Thus,
b), an extension of the basic algorithm has been developed to handle this shift
in the peak positions.

6.3.1 Neutron Diffraction Cryoporometry – a) linear analysis

A least-squares fitting algorithm has been developed that can analyse the
measured scattering curve at each temperature and quantify the scattering
in terms of the amount of water, hexagonal ice and defective cubic ice that
give rise to the data. Thus, at each temperature the measured scattering data
set I(T, q) is reduced to just four numbers, corresponding to the amplitudes
of the three templates for the different phases Fw(T ), Fh(T ), Fc(T ) as well as
the amplitude C(T ) of a spectrum that is constant in q (for the incoherent
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scattering), such that the following sum provides the closest match to the
measured data.

I(T, q) = Fw(T ) · Pw(q) + Fh(T ) · Ph(q) + Fc(T ) · Pc(q) + C(T ) · 1 (7)

A standard least-squares error-minimisation algorithm is used to find the four
coefficients as a function of temperature - essentially this is just a 1D-morphing
algorithm inside a least-squares fitting algorithm. For moderate temperature
ranges a fast linear equation-solving algorithm may be employed. This was
the first approach used; the above templates were extracted and an algorithm
developed that evaluated the coefficients for the complete temperature run in
just a few seconds (46).

This procedure allows the quantities of each phase present in part or all of
the complete temperature cycle to be displayed on a single phase graph, of
the same form as the NMR Cryoporometry graph in Figure 1. However it has
the major advantage over standard NMR cryoporometry, in that in addition
to a measurement of the water intensity, there are also curves delineating the
melting of the crystalline phases. NMR can not easily discriminate between
such brittle crystal phases.

However while appropriate for limited temperature ranges, a simple linear
analysis is not sufficient for wide-ranging temperature runs, due to the temperature-
dependent shift in q of the peak positions Q0.

6.3.2 Neutron Diffraction Cryoporometry – b) non-linear analysis

An iterative non-linear algorithm may be employed (39), with a non-linear
parameter for the shift Q0(q, T ) of the peaks’ positions in q with temperature
T . For speed of convergence, each temperature step can use the coefficients
from the previous temperature step as starting coefficients.

An alternative technique, that was actually employed, makes use of the fact
that the dataset is based on measurements made with a linear temperature
ramp : the fourth hexagonal ice peak was chosen from the hexagonal ice pat-
tern (Trace B, Figure 4), as it is is not overlapped by a cubic ice peak, and
a simple iterative fit was applied to this single peak for the complete dataset,
to obtain Q0(q, T ).

Figure 5 shows the measured q(T ) for the position of the maximum Q0 of
this Bragg peak, for a warming ramp, together with a simple cubic fit. It can
be seen that the D20 instrument resolves the changes in q with a remarkable
resolution. The fitted values were then used to scale the template data in q
by an appropriate amount, at each temperature, before passing the modified
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Fig. 5. Peak position Q0(q, T ) for the 4th hexagonal ice peak, plotted as a function
of temperature, together with a simple cubic fit.

template to the previous linear morphing routine.

There are a variety of methods of making this adjustment, including direct
numerical interpolation or simple local spline/polynomial fits to the data that
are then indexed at the modified q values. The method that was actually used
was to globally fit a 200 part quintic piecewise-polynomial to each of the three
templates, that could then, together with the modified q vector, be passed to
a piecewise-polynomial reconstruction function, and thence to the morphing
routine.

6.4 Neutron Diffraction Cryoporometry results and analysis

The results from the cryoporometry calculation (Figure 6), show three curves
on a cooling ramp and three curves on a warming ramp; i.e. for each ramp
there is a measure of the quantity for each of the water, hexagonal ice and
cubic ice phases.

The hexagonal ice mostly melts at a temperature corresponding to the bulk
melting point of D2O. Thus, this hexagonal ice must be formed from the excess
water outside the silica grains.

The defective cubic ice mostly melts to water with a temperature correspond-
ing to a Gibbs-Thomson melting point depression appropriate to the pores –
thus the defective cubic ice must be formed in the SBA pores.

Hence, this technique gives nano- to meso-structural information from neutron
diffraction data. The alternative neutron technique of small-angle scattering
techniques would not discriminate between the crystalline structures.

The use of the q(T ) scaling for the water and ice templates, as described in
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section 6.3.2, improves the extraction of amplitudes of the hexagonal and cubic
ice components over the full temperature range of the measurement and Figure
6 shows good agreement with the results from the conventional analysis (35,
Fig. 9) - this presentation was delayed until this comparison could be made.
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Mesoporous SBA–15 silica
(Findinegg TLX–1–5 86Å)
overfilled with D2O  and
studied by Neutron Diffraction,
first cooling, then warming,
@ 0.6K/min.
The D2O  then undergoes phase
changes as shown by scattering
intensities :

Warming Ramp:
Water

Fitted straight line intersections
at :
       T{C}   Intensity
   D: –4.485   0.273
   C:  0.795   0.704
   B:  8.943   0.755
   A: 12.312   0.986

Fig. 7. Neutron Diffraction Cryoporometry curves for water melting in overfilled
SBA-15 (F5) templated silica with a nominal pore diameter of 86Å - nonlinear
algorithm.

The segments of the measured ”water-melting” curve (Figure 7), may be fitted
linearly to extract robust data, as per Figure 1. Information is obtained for
the large step, due to the melting of the cubic ice in the pore with a Gibbs-
Thomson melting point depression, as well as for the smaller step due to the
melting of the hexagonal ice around the grains. The difference between the
medians of these temperature steps gives a value of ∆TGT = 12.5 C◦, and the
ratio of the amplitudes a filling factor f = 1.31 ±0.05. If a Gibbs-Thomson
coefficient kcylinder

GT = 2 x ksol−gel
GT = 1164 {K.Å} is used, then a measurement
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of pore diameter = 93.3 ±6.0 Å (median) is obtained. See section 7 for a
discussion of these results.

In addition, however, there appears to be a large ’water-like’ signal at temper-
atures below that at which most of the cubic ice melts; this contribution has
a significant component well below -50C, extending down to ∼ -80C. While
this component is clearly disordered, like water (and hence is best fitted by
the water template), examination of the scattering data shows a clear distinc-
tion. It is likely that this component is a form of amorphous ice, and these
NDC measurements have led to NMR relaxation measurements being made
to study the dynamics of this component. These measurements indicate the
presence of ice in a plastic or rotationally mobile state. These measurements
and conclusions are discussed in detail elsewhere : (35; 33; 45).

Thus NDC can be seen to be a valuable technique for spatially localising
the phases of an imbibed liquid and their crystalline forms (within or out-
side the pores of a mesoporous system), just based on the inspection of the
freezing/melting curves. In addition, pore-size distributions can be obtained
- not as yet with the resolution of figure 2, which has been obtained using a
dedicated NMR cryoporometer with well over a decade of optimisation. The
neutron diffraction cryoporometry data in figure 6 was a first measurement
using a standard 6mm diameter sample can and conventional ’orange cryo-
stat’ arrangement for the D20 instrument, and making additional use of data
obtained for a conventional diffraction measurement. The degradation this
causes to both the pore-size resolution (Gaussian σ) of the measurement and
the accuracy of the measured pore diameter are discussed in more detail in
section 7. However use can be made of the fact that the step in the melting
curve due to the melting of the bulk liquid encodes the ”instrument resolution
function” - in an ideal measurement it would be a Heaviside step function.
The measured sigmoidal function for this bulk step has thus been used to de-
convolve the broader sigmoidal step function for the pore melting event. The
bulk melting step has been approximated by the integral of a Gaussian, to
obtain an instrument function, but no particular function has been assumed
for the pore-size distribution.

Figure 8 shows the pore size distribution calculated from the water melting
curve, and with such a deconvolution applied. The cryoporometric constant
applied is again kcylinder

GT = 2 x ksol−gel
GT = 1164 {K.Å}, and a pore diameter of

91.9 ±6.0 Å (peak) is obtained; this result is discussed further in section 7.
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Fig. 8. Pore size distribution for D2O in SBA-15 (F5) silica, from Neutron Diffraction
Cryoporometry, after deconvolution with the instrument function.

7 Comparative Error Analysis

There are a number of possible sources of error in thermoporosimetry / cry-
oporometry measurements. There may be errors in temperature measurement,
in amplitude measurement, in phase assignment and, most significantly, there
may be systematic errors in the constant kGT , particularly arising from an in-
appropriate dimensional term kg. In Table 1, results are compared for different
thermodynamic techniques : gas adsorption on the basis of the Kelvin equation
and the Frenkel-Halsey-Hill (FHH) equation for the thickness of the adsorbed
film, for the three thermoporosimetry/cryoporometry techniques, and for two
methods of obtaining neutron diffraction cryoporometry graphs.

Firstly, a significant feature, is that all these techniques are most conveniently
performed using a scanning protocol with continual temperature change ramps.
The error in measured temperature that this causes is then a function of the
total sample thermal-mass, the warming rate and the the distance of the tem-
perature measuring device from the active volume of the sample. This process
may readily be modeled as a first-order filter, either algebraically or numeri-
cally (28).

DSC relies on measuring transient heat flows due to the phase changes, and
thus the warming rate must be such as to obtain measurable heat flows from
the phase transitions. Since NMR and neutron scattering make static mea-
surement of the phase quantity, the warming rate can be arbitrarily slowed,
to improve resolution and/or the signal-to-noise ratio. A measure of the error
due to scanning may be directly determined from the slope of the melting
curve for the melting of the bulk liquid (see Figures 1, 7), and such a zero
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Results and Error Comparisons for different thermodynamic techniques.

Measured SBA-15 (F5) Pore Diameter

GA DSC NMRC NDC (peak) NDC (global)

median {Å} : 86.0 ±5 84.0 ±1.5 85.6 ±0.6 [nca] 93.3 ±6

peak {Å} : [nca] 83.0 ±3 85.4 ±0.6 [nca] 91.9 ±6

Scanning Thermal Broadening

DSC NMRC NDC

Sample Mass {mg} : ∼10 ∼30 ∼300

Warming Rate {K.min−1} : ∼2 ∼0.05 ∼0.5

Broadening {arb.} : ∼20 ∼1.5 ∼150

Fractional Amplitude % RMS Noise

DSC NMRC NDC (peak) NDC (global)

Hexagonal Ice : [nm] [nm] 0.9% 0.2%

Cubic Ice : [nm] [nm] 0.9% 0.2%

Water : 0.005% 0.4% [nca] 0.1%

Table 1
Measurement comparisons for different thermodynamic techniques and parameters,
where available : Gas Adsorption, DSC Thermoporosimetry, NMR Cryoporometry,
ND Cryoporometry (peak-fitting), ND Cryoporometry (global-fitting).
For pore diameter calculations using the Gibbs-Thomson equation :

k
cylinder
GT = 1164 {K.Å} = 2 k

sol−gel
GT (section 3).

[nm] : not measurable. [nca] : not currently analysed.

order correction has been applied to the DSC, NMRC and NDC median mea-
surements, giving an approximately factor of 10 reduction in the error due to
finite scanning rate, and partially applied to the peak-fitting measurements.
In addition, with the NMRC median data, measurements at three different
warming rates has enabled an extrapolation to zero warming rate.

Table 1 shows that the typical sample masses and easily accessible warming
rates for the three techniques imply that NMR can be expected to have the
best thermal and hence best spatial resolution of Gaussian σ, then DSC, with
ND cryoporometry being the worst. However, the ability of ND cryoporometry
to distinguish and resolve the signals from the crystalline phases, in a way that
DSC and NMR can not, is far more significant.

Table 1 further shows that the pore diameters as measured by neutron diffrac-
tion cryoporometry (from both the medians of the melting temperature steps
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and the peak of the pore distribution) agree well with those measured by NMR
and DSC. The difference between NMR and neutron diffraction may possibly
be due to a difference in the cryoporometric constants of H2O and D2O, but
our first assumption must be that it is an instrumental one relating to the
different thermal broadenings from the scanning protocols.

The fractional signal-to-noise ratio is measured for the pore plateaux where
possible, and the maximum plateaux otherwise, and is obtained by fitting a
low order polynomial to the plateau, checking that the residuals have the char-
acteristics of random noise, calculating the rms amplitude of these residuals,
and dividing by the average of the amplitude. The signal-to-noise ratio from
the global fitting technique is significantly better than that from the peak fit-
ting technique, and for the water melting curve is also better than that from
NMR. For the DSC measurement, to compare the noise one needs to first in-
tegrate the data (which acts to reduce the noise); the residuals for these data
are characterised by small oscillations with periods of about 1K and 3K and
give by far the best of the signal-to-noise ratios. The crucial point however is
that the NDC technique is the only one that is capable of resolving separate
cryoporometry curves for the hexagonal and cubic ice components.

8 Future Developments

Figure 6 shows that that the traces are not normalised, There are good reasons
that they should not be, as the traces are defined to represent the quantities
of each phase. However in the existing algorithm, unity amplitude just cor-
responds to that of the patterns that we chose for templates. Further work
needs to be performed to calibrate the system in terms of grams of D2O for
all the phases, and to handle the incoherent scattering in a more faithful
manner. Further, there is an interest in generating a template for the disor-
dered/amorphous ice component, to extract data for this separately from the
water component.

A clear possibility for the future is to sacrifice some of the excellent signal-to-
noise ratio offered by the global fitting technique, and, by reducing the mass
of the sample, to obtain a more rapid thermal response and hence a better
spatial resolution. This is currently being tested with NMR cryoporometry as
a way of reducing total measurement time while obtaining improved resolution
of the phase transitions. The limited beam-time access for instruments such
as D20 means that the development of a sample can optimised for rapid NDC
measurements is an important step if NDC is to be a routine technique,
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9 Summary

The technique of Thermoporosimetry/Cryoporometry has been successfully
adapted from DSC and NMR and applied to neutron diffraction data, using
the global fitting of template curves to the measured data. The interpretation
of phase information using the Gibbs-Thomson relationship is thus applied to
a further measuring technique.

We have shown that, by applying Neutron Diffraction Cryoporometry, clear
information has been obtained on the nano- to meso-structural location of
multiple inter-converting phases in a form well suited to further analysis.

This form of analysis and presentation of the data has lead to the observation
of a disordered component that NMR relaxation has indicated is ice in a plastic
or rotationally mobile form (33; 45).
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11 Appendix: Neutron Diffraction Cryoporometry Algorithm

To decompose a diffraction curve at a particular temperature, it is first neces-
sary to prepare pure examples of each of the diffraction curves from the three
phases (water, hexagonal ice, defective cubic ice, Figure 4).

The algorithm is expressed in the array manipulation language Apl :

A four column data-set Gjn is generated from the three Templates(q, intensity)
:

Gjn ← (Cub[; 2], (Hex[; 2], [1.5]Water[; 2])), 1
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A simple 1-D morphing routine for this data-set is then wrapped inside a stan-
dard fast linear least-squares fitting algorithm, based on an equation solving
routine:

For two column Data (q, intensity), with a measurement set for these results
over the temperature cycle 300K → 181K → 300K :

Coefts ← (Gjn + .× 0 1 ↓Data)÷Gjn + .× ©\ Gjn

where ÷ is the Apl matrix equation solving primitive, + .× represents a
conventional matrix inner product (or ”matrix multiply”) and ©\ transposes
the matrix. 0 1 ↓Data just selects the intensity column of Data.

Thus the diffraction curves are fitted, so that the data set I(q) at each tem-
perature is reduced to four numbers, the amplitudes of the three phases and a
constant, such that the scaled sum of the templates forms the best-fit match
to the measured curve. This method appears to be more robust than individ-
ual peak fitting of overlapping peaks, and gives a better signal-to noise ratio
(table 1).

It should be noted that the quantity denoted by a scattering feature is related
to the integral of that feature. In the case of this algorithm, the structure
and width of the feature is denoted by the example pattern being used, which
remains constant. This thus gives a measure of the quantity of each component
by determining the amplitude coefficient for each of the patterns, as each of
these have a fixed characteristic integral.

A recent (2.5GHz) PC performs the linear transformation for the temperature
cycle of 330 scattering curves in about five seconds. Including the Gaussian
pre-fitting of one hexagonal ice peak for the warming scattering curves, to
obtain the changes in q due to thermal expansion and contraction, slows the
total analysis time down to about 50s but this is still very acceptable com-
pared with the many stages of analysis needed for an individual peak fitting
approach.

The existing algorithms are implemented in the array manipulation language
Apl, using MicroApl’s APLX for MS Windows, PPC and Linux (47), but
can readily be translated into C using apl2c (48). Implementation in other
languages with array manipulation capabilities and a linear equation solver
should be straightforward.
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